
 

 

 

Summer 1 

Ready, 

Steady, Grow 

 

 

 

 Knowledge & Understanding of the World 
Exploring life cycles of butterflies and tadpoles 

Exploring growth by planting beans and sunflower seeds 

Finding out about mini-beasts  

Looking after ourselves;, how to keep fit and healthy 

eating 

Looking at similarities and differences between 

different mini beasts and fruits 

 

 

ICT 

Completing a simple programme on the computer and 

interactive white board. 

Using mini i-pads and desktop computers 

 

 

 
 

Creative 
Creative week – child led mini-beast 

creations 

Role play area – mini-beast cafe 

Making clay caterpillars 

Collaging pictures for a non-fiction 

book 

Pencil sketches of snail shells 

Singing mini-beast songs. 

Using pastels to draw fruits 

 

 

Communication, Language & Literacy 
Write name and surname using continuous cursive formation and 

correct pencil grip 

Begin to form the ‘letters of the week’ correctly – including 

joining digraphs / letter pairs 

Begin to write phonetically regular and tricky words 

Begin to recognise and record sounds within words 

Begin to segment and blend phonetically regular words 

Continue to revise letter sounds including new digraphs and tri-

graphs  

Begin to recognise more ‘read at sight’ words  

Listen to stories and rhymes and respond with relevant comments 

and questions 

Retelling and adapting stories to make them our own 

Non-fiction texts about mini-beasts 
 

Mathematical Development 
Count reliably to 20 and beyond 

Recognise and order numbers to 20 and beyond 

Counting forwards and back using a number line 

Find 1 more or less than a given number to 20 and beyond 

Find different ways of making a given number 

Begin to make sensible estimates 

Continue to solve subtraction and addition problems 

Begin to use mathematical language and apply to problem 

solving 

Recognise and use money and explore measuring length 

 Understand and produce symmetrical patterns 

 

 

Physical Development 
Continue to dress and undress independently 

Continue to hold a pencil correctly and use it 

effectively 

Use and hold scissors correctly and effectively  

Preparation for sports day (learning to throw, 

jump, run, skip and participate in a relay) 

 

Festivals / R.E 
Learning through stories 

from Christianity, 

Hinduism, Islam and 

Judaism 

 

Personal, Social & Emotional 

Development 
Continue to build friendships, share and take 

turns 

Begin to respect differences between ourselves 

and others 

Begin to recognise our feelings and the 

feelings of others 

Continue to recognise and follow the rules of 

the classroom and understand their importance 

Understand the need to eat healthy food. 

Meeting a dentist and finding out how to care 

for our teeth. 


